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1. Introduction
BANKSETA has commissioned a series of research within the banking sector under the
appointment of a Research Chair: Skills and Occupations, at the Researching Education and
Learning Centre at the University of Witwatersrand focusing on the following areas:
A) Mapping jobs to occupations: Organising Framework for Occupations; and the
development of an open access electronic mapping tool.
B) Investigating drivers of occupational change within a just transition framing:
Digitisation and Sustainability
C) Unpacking the structural dynamics and use of occupational frameworks: An
international collaboration
D) Analytical and conceptual alignment, gaps and system use in relation to Skills,
Knowledge, Occupation, work and employment and Work
E) Lessons for the Post School Sector: Occupations and Skills
The post school sector is faced with many challenges in the area of building skills for the
economy. These include the challenge of understanding the rationale and underlying
assumptions of the OFO; investigating similar and different occupational systems
internationally; understanding how has it been used so far in South Africa and the extent to
which it OFO reflect change in the workplace; the relationship between occupations,
qualifications and the OFO; and mismatches between qualifications and occupations.
The research programme led by the REAL Centre believes that improving insights in this
broad area of research can only be achieved through a much wider examination of the
dynamics occurring between the labour market, qualifications offered by post-school
institutions, and occupations defined in the workplace. The interactions between these
three social spaces – the labour market, education institutions, and the workplace – are
complex, ever changing and shaped at multiple levels (macro, meso, and micro). A single
instrument of measurement, no matter how sophisticated will never capture all of this
complexity. It is therefore important that the direction of research starts with the wider
systemic features and only then moves to the technical dimensions of a measurement
instrument such as the OFO. The programme has thus produced a series of research
products that provide different lenses that explore
To illustrate this point further, the drilling down capabilities of the OFO to six occupational
levels is a big improvement on current restrictions of disaggregation, which stop after 2 or 3
levels. However, the ability of the OFO to capture the social character of occupations,
qualifications and work at each of these 6 levels will be highly restricted. It will require
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complementary research methods to do all of this – nested studies at the mega, macro,
meso, and micro levels which focus on wider questions such as:







The systemic interactions between the labour market, education institutions and the
workplace
The role of social institutions at the meso and micro levels in shaping qualifications and
occupations (institutions and organisations such as professional councils and other
standard setting bodies, employer associations, trade unions, education experts and
government officials)
The organization of work (the social and technical division of labour) and the associated
deployment of advanced technology in these workplaces
The structures of learning at work – is it expansive or restrictive?
The demand structure in each key economic sector and the extent to which demand
conditions shape the structuring of capitalist production, including occupations,
qualifications and employment.

This programme thus argues that occupational research must be situated within this wider
analytical lens, and that the ability of the SETA and DHET to strengthen South Africa’s skill
formation system as well as the impact and effectiveness of the OFO will be shaped by this
wider context.
This particular report focuses on the content structure of the OFO. It reports on a technical
review of the OFO and a first level analysis of the occupational tasks within the OFO.
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2. The South Africa OFO
Historically Organising Framework for Occupations (OFO) was originally the responsibility of the
Department of Labour but was then moved to the Department of Higher Education and Training. The
Department of Labour adopted the OFO in 2005 as a tool for identifying, reporting and monitoring
scarce and critical skills and maintained it through an annual updating process. DHET took over this
process in 2009 and as of 2019 (and for the foreseeable future; barring other developments) is the
government department responsible for the OFO. The OFO 2011 released in March 2011 reflected the
structure, definitions and tasks of ISCO – 08 including 1259 of the total of 1320 occupations of version
9 of the OFO (DHET, 2013).
The Organising Framework for Occupations (OFOs) is a “coded occupational classification system”
(DHET, 2012). Its emergence stemmed from the challenge of trying to find a common language and
vocabulary to report, classify and describe occupations. Without a common language, it is possible to
get data on supply and demand from the labour market but it is not possible to interpret and analyse
the occupational data to understand the patterns and skills development implications. The OFO is thus
a key tool for identifying, reporting and monitoring skills demand and supply in the South African
labour market, and its categories are used for example in the Labour Force Survey and in the collection
of national census data.
The OFO is constructed from the bottom up by analysing jobs and identifying similarities in terms of
tasks and skills, categorising similar jobs into occupations and then classifying these occupations into
occupational groups (South Africa. DHET, 2012).
It is important to emphasise the distinction made between ‘job’ and ‘occupation’ in the OFO: a job is
a set of tasks or duties carried out by one person while jobs whose main tasks and responsibilities are
so similar that they can be grouped together are clustered into occupations (South Africa. DHET, 2012).
These occupations are articulated with an occupational descriptor and occupational tasks define the
knowledge, skills and workplace experience needed to deliver the products and services linked to that
occupation. When clustering occupations into groups, two elements of skills are considered: skill level
and skill specialisation. The skill level is an attribute of the occupation not the individual. It aims to
reflect the typical range and complexity of occupational tasks and is generally judged by the amount
of formal education, experience and informal on-the-job training. The OFO enables us to make a
comparison between the “skills level of an occupation and the general education level associated with
that occupation on the NQF” (Vorwerk, 2011, p. 3). This requires an expansive understanding of an
occupation.
Greenwood (2008) outlined four areas that need to be reviewed when we look at skills specialisation
in an occupation: 1) the field of specialised knowledge required; 2) the tools and machinery used; 3)
the materials worked on or with; and 4) the kind of goods and services produced. The concept of
specialist skills is important as it enables development of a more nuanced idea of the dimensions of
skills that need to be addressed when looking at occupational skills.
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The international standard classification of occupations 2008 (ISCO-08) provides a system for
classifying and aggregating occupational information obtained by means of statistical censuses and
surveys, as well as administrative records. It is a revision of the international standard classification of
occupations 1988 (ISCO-88) which it replaces (ILO, 2012).
Considering the importance of context a critical examination and evaluation is required to determine
to what extent the South African economy, the various sectors and sub-sectors thereof as well as
occupational families and individual occupations are unique. If one is to take the arguments that
occupations are socially embedded and historically determined (Standing, 2010) seriously then
context is especially significant and one can ill afford to completely neglect it. The question is then: To
what extent are occupations universal and to what extent are they contextually bound and
determined? In terms of occupational classification systems the question arises of: What level of detail
does an occupational classification system need to accommodate and capture? Part of the review of
the OFO that is being undertaken by the research team aims to determine (at least initially) to what
extent the OFO accurately reflects the world(s) of work in South Africa. The international study tour
to Singapore forms an integral part of this process.
The OFO currently exists in spreadsheet form. Currently there are no tasks for individual occupations
on the OFO. Instead for each group of occupations known as unit groups (or “job families”) there are
on average 8 to 12 tasks commonly associated with the given occupations which fall under the unit
group. For each individual occupation there is the following information: a brief one sentence purpose,
specialisations and alternative titles.
The below provides an example of the occupational information contained on the OFO.
2017-3324

Trade Brokers
Trade brokers buy and sell commodities and shipping services, usually in bulk, on behalf
of their own company or for customers on a commission basis.
Tasks include:
Negotiating purchase or sale of commodities and commodity futures
Buying and selling cargo space on ships
Finding cargo and/or storage space for commodities and negotiating freight, shipping
and storage charges
Establishing contact between buyers and sellers of commodities
Discussing buying or selling requirements of clients and giving advice accordingly
Monitoring and analyzing market trends and other factors affecting the supply and
demand for commodities and shipping services

2017332401

Commodities Trader
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Operates as an independent agent to bring together buyers and sellers of commodities,
negotiates private sales and arranges sales through established market places.
Specialisations:
Agricultural Produce Buyer
Tobacco Trader / Valuator
Skin Buyer
Grain Buyer
Media Buyer
Livestock Trader
Mineral Broker
Commodities Broker
Agricultural Procurer
Wool Broker / Buyer / Trader
Alternative Titles:
2017332402

Finance Broker
Operates as an independent agent in the course of financial negotiations and arranges
loans of money on behalf of other persons.
Specialisations:
Mortgage Broker
Investment Banker
Lease Broker
Investment Broker
Home Loan Broker

Source: OFO 2017
The central question is then: Does the information on the OFO at occupational level allow for the
capturing of enough information to portray the reality of occupations in South Africa? What is the
balance that needs to be obtained to ensure that sufficient, but not exhaustive, occupational
information is captured by the OFO which is a labour market intelligence tool? By examining the OFO
and the occupational classification systems in the US (desktop based) and Singapore (through an
international study tour and international collaboration) answers to these questions will be provided.
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3. Technical Review of the OFO
In order to get a quantitative understanding of the OFO review the occupations and the respective codes
needed to be analysed. In doing so, we formulated a table which serves to help further analyse as well as gain
a better quantitative understanding. We then proceeded to go through each unit group noting the
occupations, the OFO code and then the answers to the questions in the functional review. This was done for
every unit group provided. Once we were done with that, we then highlighted the answers to the review
questions recorded accordingly. If there was no six-digit code the answer was highlighted in purple. If the
purpose was not stated it was highlighted in blue. If there were no specialisations provided it was highlighted
in orange and if there were alternate titles it was highlighted in yellow. Upon completion we tallied the totals
of each category as well as the totals of the highlighted answers. This was then recorded in the abovementioned table. We then recorded the occupations as well as the code that had been highlighted under its
respective categories in the table. Once that was done, we created an identical table however this one only
indicates the totals as well as the summation of all the occupations (as seen by figure 1).
It can be observed that a sum total of 1444 occupations were reviewed and this serves as the overall sample
size. The majority of occupations can be found within the Professionals (2) followed by the Technician and
Associate Professionals (3) and Skilled Agricultural, Forestry, Fishery, Craft and Related Trades workers (6).
Three occupations were seen to not have a three-digit code and these were Subsistence Fishers, Hunters,
Trappers and Gatherers (no code provided), Midwifery Professionals (2017-2222) and Health care Assistant
(2017-5231). Water process controller (2017-313203) was the only occupation that did not have a purpose
stated.
An overwhelming majority of occupations have specialisation. However, it can be observed that the
Professionals (2) had the highest number of non-specialisations which may be attributed to the greater sample
size. Within the professional group many of the occupations are already a specialisation of a broader
occupation or job. For example, a doctor may specialise into their desired field and may choose to further
specialise. However, within the OFO these specialisations are recognised as occupations and no further
specialisation are listed.
Clerical support workers (4) have the overall lowest number of specialisation but upon closer analysis it can be
seen that 56 out of the 67 occupations reviewed actually have specialisation. Therefore, indicating a higher
percentage of specialisation that the other groups.
It can be observed that there are far less occupations with alternate titles than those without. Services and
sales workers (5) and Elementary Occupations (8) have least occupations with alternate titles whereas
Managers (1) and Professionals (2) have the most. This is understandable given the nature of the work as well
as the differences in the sample sizes.
It was observed that there was repetition present within the OFO. A few of the occupations were repeated
either within the same unit group and had different codes or they where repeated elsewhere. Certain
examples have been highlighted in the table. A few examples are Economic Research manager 2017-263102
and Economic research manager 2017-263104; Climate change scientist 2017-211205 and Climate change
scientist 2017-211206; Engraver 2017-661703 and Engraver 2017-662106 and Ratites Farmer 2017-612202
and Ratites farmer 2017-612302.
Within the OFO four occupations were not found: forestry and related workers, skilled agriculture workers,
skilled deep-sea fishery workers and Hunters and trappers. We propose these occupations are correctly placed
and allocated the correct occupation codes or codes are developed and assigned to them.
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Category

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N
148 0

Is there
specialisation

1 Managers

Sample Is there a
size
six-digit
code
Y
N
148
148
0

Y
104

N
44

Are there
alternate
title
Y
N
16
132

2 Professionals

371

370

1

371

0

258

113

20

351

3 Technician and
Associate
Professionals
4 Clerical Support
Workers

278

278

0

277

1

220

58

11

267

67

67

0

67

0

56

11

5

62

5 Service and Sales
Workers

116

115

1

116

0

94

22

2

114

6 Skilled Agricultural,
Forestry, Fishery,
Craft and Related
Trades workers

236

235

1

236

0

176

60

8

228

7 Plant and Machine
Operators and
Assemblers

147

147

0

147

0

97

50

10

137

8 Elementary
Occupations

81

81

0

81

0

63

18

3

78

Total

1444

1441

3

1443 1

1068

376

75

1369

Figure 1

Category

1
Manager
s

Sam
ple
size
148

Is there a sixdigit code
Y
14
8

N
0

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N
14 0
8

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y
10
4

Y
16
Parliament
arian 2017111102
General
Manager

N
44
Defence Force
Senior Officer
2017-111201

N
13
2
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y
N
Public
Service
2017111202
Ombudsper
son 2017111206
Senior
Governme
nt Manager
2017111207
Business
Training
Manager
2017121202
Corporate
General
Manager
2017121901
Water
Asset
Manager
2017121910
Advertising
and Public
Relations
Manager
2017122201
Engineerin
g Manager
2017132104
Mining
Operations
manager

N
Recruitment
Manger 2017121204
Personnel
Manager 2017121207
Contract Manager
2017-121904
Franchise
manager 2017121906
Labour
Recruitment
manager 2017121907
Sustainability
Manager 2017121909
Manufacturing
Quality Manager
2017-132106
Quality Systems
Auditor 2017132109
Rock Engineering
manager 2017132203
Fleet Manager
2017-132405
Airport or
Harbour manager
2017-132407
Grain Depot
Manager 2017132408
Fuel Manager
2017-132409
Maritime Search
and Rescue
Mission
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y
N
2017132201
Medical
Superinten
dent 2017134201
Nursing
clinical
director
2017134202
Faculty
Head 2017134503
Environme
ntal
Manager
2017134901
Correctiona
l Services
manager
2017134914
Call or
Contact
Centre
Manager
2017143905

N
Coordinator 2017132410
Information
Technology
manager 2017133105
Information
Systems Director
2017-133106
Primary Health
Care Manager
2017-134203
Sport Science
Manager 2017134206
Community
Health Manager
2017-134207
Community
Development
Manager 2017134402
Child and Youth
Care manager
2017-134403
Educational
Registrar 2017134506
Head of
Department
(Teacher) 2017134507
Bank Manager
2017-134601
Financial Markets
Business manager
2017-134603
Military Manager
2017-134701
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Y

Are there
alternate title

N
Y
Laboratory
Manager 2017134902
Judicial Court
manager 2017134905
Archives manager
2017-134907
Library manager
2017-134908
Museum Manager
2017-134909
Commissioned
Police Officer
2017-134913
Correctional
Services manager
2017-134914
Water Production
and Supply
Manager 2017134918
Traffic and Law
Enforcement
Manager 2017134919
Community
correctional
manager 2017134920
Reception
manager 2017141103
Post Office
Manager 2017142104
Cinema or
Theatre Manager
2017-143103

N
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Category

2
Professio
nals

Sam
ple
size

371

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

37
0

1
Midwifer
y
Professio
nals
20172222

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

N
Boarding Kennel
or Cattery
Manager 2017143903
Dockmaster 2017143907
Travel
Accommodation
Inspector 2017143908
Travel Agency
Manager 2017143909

Y

N

37
1

25
8

113
Financial Markets
Practitioner 2017241204
Professional
Principal
Executive Officer
2017-241205
Accounting
Officer 2017242209
Business
Administrator
2017-242210
Regulatory Affairs
Officer 2017242213
Fraud Examiner
2017-242215
Occupational
Analyst 2017242305
Labour Market
Analyst 2017242306

20
Organisatio
n and
Methods
Analyst
2017242102
Company
Secretary
2017242203
Regulatory
Affairs
Officer
2017242213
Intellectual
Properly
Special
Advisor
2017242214
Fraud
Examiner
2017242215

35
1

0
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y
N
Career
Developme
nt
Practitioner
2017242301
Communic
ation
coordinator
2017243201
Communic
ation
Strategist
2017243202
Event
Producer
2017243204
Geologist
2017211401
Pharmaceu
tical
physician
201213111
Mining
engineerin
g 2017214601
Digital
artist 20172166601
Anaesthetis
t 2017221201

N
Student Support
Service Officer
2017-242404
Business
Development
Officer 2017243105
Educational
Products and
Services Sales
Representative
2017-243303
ICT Account
Manager 2017243401
ICT Business
Development
Manager 2017243402
Climate change
scientist 2017211205
Climate change
scientist 2017211206
Mineralogist
2017-211405
Hydrologist 2017211406
Oceanographer
2017-211407
Animal
behaviourist
2017-213101
Pharmaceutical
physician 201213111
Brownfield
redevelopment
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y
Radiologist
2017221209
Safety,
Health,
Environme
nt and
quality
(SHE&Q)
practitione
r 2017226302
General
accountant
2017241101
Database
designer
and
administrat
or 2017252101
Career
councillor
2017263511
Journalist
2017264203

N
specialist 2017213308
Toxicologist 2017213309
Biodiversity
player 2017213310
Energy efficiency
manager 2017214105
Metrologist 2017214106
Marine
engineering
technologist
2017-214406
Explosives
ordance engineer
2017-214902
Marine salvage
engineer 2017214903
Microsystems
engineers 2017214909
Telecommunicati
ons engineering
technologist
2017-215302
Telecommunicati
ons field engineer
2017-215304
Marine Spatial
planner 2017216403
Web designer
2017-216604
Public health
physician 2017221103

N
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y

N
Forensic
pathologist 2017221212
Radiation
oncologist 2017221213
Nuclear medicine
specialist 2017221214
Family physician
2017-221215
Neurologist 2017221216
Clinical
pharmacologist
2017-221217
Medical geneticist
2017-221218
Plastic and
reconstructive
surgeon 2017221219
Urologist 2017221220
Public health
medicine
specialist 2017221221
Public health
occupational
medicine
specialist 2017221222
Paediatric
surgeon 2017221223
Orthopaedic
surgeon 2017221224

N
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Y

Are there
alternate title

N
Y
Neurosurgeon
2017-221225
Otorhinolaryngolo
gist 2017-221226
Dermatologist
2017-221227
Paediatrics nurse
2017-222113
Nurse researcher
2017-222115
Midwife 2017222117
Midwifery
professionals
2017-2222
Acupuncturist
2017-223101
Ayurvedic
practitioner 2017223102
Homoeopath
2017-223103
Phytotherapist
2017-223107
Sports scientist
2017-224102
Veterinary public
health
professional/pract
itioner 2017225102
Industrial
Pharmacist 2017226202
Authorised
Pharmacist
prescriber 2017226204
Ergonomist 2017226303

N
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y

N
Food inspector
2017-226304
Nutritionist 2017226502
Speech therapist
and audiologist
2017-226603
Hearing aid
acousticians
2017-226604
Orthoptist 2017226702
Rheumatologist
2017-226906
Senior secondary
school teacher
(Grade 10-12)
2017-226907
Junior secondary
school teacher
(Grade 8-9) 2017233108
Private tuition art
teacher 2017235501
Private tuition
dressmaking
teacher 2017235902
Private tuition
handicrafts
teacher 2017235902
School laboratory
technician 2017235903
Examination
supervisor 2017235904

N
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y

N
Accountant in
practice 2017241106
Technical ICT
support services
manager 2017252902
Patent attorney
2017-261103
Advocate 2017261106
Legal manager
2017-261107
Legislation
Facilitator 2017261902
Family court
registrar 2017261904
Notary 2017261905
Economic
Research
manager 2017263102
Economic
research manager
2017-263104
Archaeologist
2017-263202
Geographer 2017263203
Sociologist 2017263204
Heritage
consultant 2017263206
Genealogist 2017263301

N
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y

N
Prehistorian
2017-263303
Educational
psychologist
2017-263402
Research
psychologist
2017-263405
Sport psychologist
2017-263406
Counselling
Psychologist
2017-263407
Community
Psychologist
2017-2634408
Parole board
member 2017263509
Career councillor
2017-263511
Community
development
practitioner 2017263512
Technical writer
2017-264103
Linguist 2017264303
Potter or ceramic
2017-265102
Sculptor 2017265103
Ephemeral Artist
2017-265104
Music researcher
2017-265205
Music copyist
2017-265205

N
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Category

3
Technicia
n and
Associate
Professio
nals

Sam
ple
size

278

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

27
8

0

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

27
7

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

N
Program director
(Television or
radio) 2017265404
Police video unit
manager and
producer 2017265407
Casting director
2017-265408
Film and
television
production
manager 2017265409
Location manager
(Film or
television) 2017265411
Hypnotist 2017265902

Y

N

58
Fragrance
Evaluators/Flavou
rists 2017-311103
Radiation
Control/ Nuclear
Monitoring
technician 2017311104
Water Control
Officer 2017311217
Pressure
Equipment
inspector 2017311502

11
Chemistry
Technician
2017311101
Electrical
Engineerin
g
Technician
2017311301
Mining
production
supervisor
2017312101

26
7

1
22
Water 0
proces
s
control
ler
201731320
3
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y
Engineerin
g
supervisor
2017312103
Health
informatio
n manager
2017325201
Valuer
2017331501
Property
manager
2017333401
Real estate
agent
2017333402
Real estate
agency
principal
2017333406
Call centre
team
leader
2017334103
Detective
2017335501

N
Aeronautical
Engineering
Technician 2017311503
Non-Destructive
Testing
Technician (NDTT)
2017-311703
Marine
Certification and
Surveillance
Manager 2017315204
Boat Driver/
Coxswain 2017315205
Aids to Navigation
Manager 2017315206
Aids to Navigation
Technician 2017315207
Balloonist 2017315306
Airworthiness
Surveyor 2017315502
Anaesthetic
Technician 2017321105
Dialysis
Technician 2017321109
Neurophysiologic
al Technician
2017-321110
Renal Technician
2017-321111

N
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Y

Are there
alternate title

N
Y
Intensive Care
Technician 2017321112
Orthopaedic
Technician 2017321113
Health Technical
Support Officer
2017-321114
Medical Electronic
Equipment
Operator 2017321115
Electroencephalo
graphic
Technician 2017321116
Radiation
Laboratory
Technician 2017321117
Pulmonology
Clinical
Technologist
2017-321119
Reproductive
Biology Clinical
Technologist
2017-321120
Cardiothoracic
Perfusion Clinical
Technologist
2017-321121
Occupational
Therapy
Technician 2017321122
Orientational and
Mobility

N
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y

N
Practitioner 2017321123
Forensic
technician
(Biology,
Toxicology) 2017311901
Fire investigator
2017-311902
Environmental
engineering
technician 2017311906
Geothermal
technician 2017313107
Weatherisation
installers and
technicians 2017313108
Solar photovoltaic
services
technician 2017313109
Wind turbine
service technician
2017-313110
Water process
controller 2017313205
Word processing
control technician
2017-313902
Cotton ginning
process controller
2017-313905
Sugar process
controller 2017313908

N
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y

N
Pulp and paper
manufacturing
process control
technician 2017313917
Dental
technologist
2017-321406
Indigenous health
worker (Inyanga)
2017-323101
Auxiliary health
care worker 2017323102
Therapeutic
massage therapist
2017-323104
Therapeutic
reflexologist
2017-323106
Veterinary
technician 2017324102
Veterinary
technologist
2017-324103
Dental Therapist
2017-325103
Hydrotherapist
2017-325502
Electrotherapist
2017-325503
Physiotherapy
technician 20172017325504
Clinical Associate
2017-325601
Marine safety
officer 2017325702

N
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y

N
Agricultural/Horti
cultural produce
inspector 2017325703
Aquaculture
produce analyst
2017-325204
Magazine master
2017-324708
Chiropractor
2017-325901
Osteopath 2017325902
Financial markets
settlement officer
2017-331106
False worker
2017-331204
Business banker
2017-331205
Accounting
technician 2017331302
Tax technician
2017-331303
Vehicle damage
quantifier 2017331505
Commercial
services sales
agent 2017332204
Sales
representative
(Photographic
equipment and
supplies) 2017332206

N
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y

N
Business support
coordinator 2017333910
Physical asset
practitioner 2017333911
Call centre team
leader 2017334103
Secretary
Bargaining council
2017-334301
Passport officer
(Issuing) 2017335403
Labour Inspector
2017-335901
Wage inspector
2017-335902
Pest management
officer 2017335904
Environmental
practices
inspector 2017335906
Weights and
measure
inspector 2017335907
Censorship
inspector 2017335908
Price inspector
2017-335909
Trademark
examiner 2017335910
Legal executive
2017-341101

N
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y

N
Debit counsellor
2017-341111
Labour dispute
enforcement
2017-341112
Auxiliary child and
youth care worker
2017-342201
Sports
development
officer 2017342201
Caving guide
2017-342303
Air observer
2017-343102
Set designer
2017-343204
Library technician
2017-343302
Theatrical dresser
2017-343904
Special effects
person 2017343906
Continuity person
2017-343907
Film technician
2017-3434908
Microphone
boom operator
2017-343909
Performing arts
road manager
2017-343910
Marine GIS
technician 2017351303

N
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

N

Y

N

4 Clerical
Support
Workers

67

67

0

67

0

56

11
Bank Office
Process
Consultant 2017411102
Parole Board
Clerk 2017411103
Banknote
Processor 2017421104
Bingo Caller 2017421206
Call or Contact
Centre Agent
2017-422206
Hotel and Motel
Receptionist
2017-422401
Ship’s Purser
2017-422902
Taxation Clerk
2017-431103
Scribe 2017441401
Labour relations
cases
administrator
2017-441604
Classified
Advertising Clerk
2017-441901

5
62
General
Clerk 2017411101
Accounts
Clerk 2017431101
Lampman
2017432105
Transport
Clerk 2017432301
Academic
Administrat
ive Officer
2017441605

5 Service
and Sales
Workers

116

11
5

1
Health
care
Assistant

11
6

0

94

22
Cook 2017512101
Butler 2017515202

2
11
Aged or
4
Disabled
Carer 2017532202
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N
20175231

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y
Hospital
Orderly
2017532902

N
Chapel or
Memorial
Attendant 2017516302
Embalmer 2017516303
Mortician 2017516304
Mortuary
Technicians/
Assistant 2017516305
Crematorium
Operator 2017516306
Dog Walker 2017516403
Refuge Worker
2017-516901
Antique Dealer
2017-522101
Event Stylist
2017-524102
Health care
Assistants 20175321
Residential care
Officer 2017532201
Community
Health Worker
2017-532203
First Aid
Attendant 2017532901
Hazardous
Materials
Removal Workers
2017-531102

N
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Category

6 Skilled
Agricultu
ral,
Forestry,
Fishery,
Craft and
Related
Trades
workers

Sam
ple
size

236

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

23
5

1
Subsisten
ce
Fishers,
Hunters,
Trappers
and
Gatherer
s (no
code
provided
)

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

N
Special forces
Manager 2017542201
Parking inspector
2017-541903
Armoured car
Escort 2017541904
Disaster
management
officer 2017541907
Combat medical
operator support
2017-542401
Air operations
officer 2017542501

Y

N

23
6

17
6

60
Subsistence
Mixed Crop and
Livestock farmers
2017-631301
Subsistence
Fishers, Hunters,
Trappers and
Gatherers (no
code provided)
Demolition
Technician 2017641901
Chimney cleaner
2017-643302
Pressure Welder
2017-651201
Potter or Ceramic
Artists 2017661401

8
Mechanize
d softcover
bookbindin
g
technician
2017662301
Electronic
originator
2017662104
Gravure
cylinder
preparatio
n
technician
20176622105

22
8

0
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y
Engraver
2017662106
Metal
sheetfed
offset
lithography
technician
2017662205
Stationery
machine
technician
2017662215
Quality
controller
(manufactu
ring) 2017684305
Florist
2017684911

N
Basket, Cane and
Wicker worker
2017-661701
Metal Toymaker
2017-661901
Mechanized softcover
bookbinding
technician 2017662301
Cigar maker 2017681601
Fellmonger 2017683501
Granite cutter
2017-641302
Refractory Mason
2017-641303
Fibre-cement
Moulder 2017641402
Carpenter 2017641502
Joiner 2017641503
False worker
2017-641903
Roof Thatcher
2017-642103
Fibre Services
Plumber 2017642604
Heat pump
installer 2017642606
Fitter Welder
2017-651203
Gas cutter 2017651204

N
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y

N
Diesel Fitter 2017653304
Tracker mechanic
2017-653308
Forklift Mechanic
2017-653309
Scale fitter 2019661103
Jewellery
evaluator 2017661303
Engraver 2017661703
Engraver 2017662106
Metal sheetfed
offset lithography
technician 2017662205
Monoblock offset
machine
technician 2017662207
Heatset Rotary
offset lithography
technician
2017662210
Coldset Rotary
offset lithographic
printing
technician
(Coldset) 2017662211
Book sewing
machine operator
2017-6622310
Gathering
machine operator
2017-662311

N
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y

N
Commercial
mailing machine
operator 2017662312
Newspaper and
magazine
mailroom
machine operator
2017-662313
Envelope
manufacturing
machine operator
2017-662314
Oil expeller 2017681402
Jam maker 2017681403
Cheese
grader/tester
2017-681501
Food
taster/grader
2017-681502
Tea taster/grader
2017-681503
Wine
taster/grader
2017-681504
Green tobacco
storage
controller/manag
er 2017-681602
Cooper 2017682305
Wig maker 2017683104
Sail maker 2017683302
Bed maker 2017683402

N
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Category

Sam
ple
size

7 Plant
147
and
Machine
Operator
s and
Assemble
rs

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

14
7

0

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

N
Tanner 2017683502
Pelt grader 2017683503
Tobacco grader
2017-684302
Cotton grader
2017-684303
Wool
classer/grader
2017-684304
Quality controller
(manufacturing)
2017-684305
Farrier 2017684902
Ammunition fitter
2017-684910
Florist 2017884911
Photographer’s
assistant 2017684912
Melter 2017684914

Y

N

14
7

97

50
Shotcreter 2017711102
Gemstone
Machine Operator
2017-711205
Rock Drill
Operator 2017711302
Glass, Clay and
Stone
Manufacturing
Machine Setter

10
Mineral
Processing
Plant
Operator
2017711201
Diamond
Cutter and
Polisher
2017711203

13
7

0
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y
N
Driller
2017711301
Chemical
Production
Machine
Operator
2017713101
Laundry
and DryCleaning
Machine
Operator
2017715701
Mobile
Mining
Equipment
Operator
2017733208
Crane or
Host
Operator
2017734301
Lift
Operator
2017734401
Cereals,
snacks,
pasta and
condiments
machine
process
operator
2017716116

N
and Minder 2017711402
Industrial
Diamond
Polishing Machine
Operator 2017711406
Abrasive Wheel
Maker 2017712103
Brake lining
Maker 2017712104
Rubber
Manufacturing
Machine setter
and minder 2017714102
Rotational
Moulding
Operator
(Plastics) 2017714206
Fibre Preparation
Production
Machine Operator
2017-715101
Yarn Production
Machine Operator
2017-715102
Man-made Fibre
production
machine operator
2017-715103
Weaving Machine
Operator 2017715201
Braiding machine
operator 2017715203
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y
Bulk
materials
handling
plant
operator
2017718906

N
Knitting machine
operator 2017715204
Textile Dry
Finishing Machine
operator 2017715206
Wood and Paper
Manufacturing
Machine minder
2017-717101
Silicon Chip
Production
Machine operator
2017-718901
Oversize Load
Pilot/Escort 2017732204
Passenger Coach
Driver 2017733102
Aircraft Refueller
2017-733202
Armoured
Personnel Carrier
Operator 2017733206
Snow Groomer
2017-733207
Remotely
Operated Vehicle
(ROV) Pilot 2017733211
Lift Operator
2017-734401
Jetty Operator
2017-735102
Footwear Bottom
stock production

N
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y

N
machine operator
2017-715603
Footwear lasting
production
Machine operator
2017-715604
Footwear
Finishing
production
machine operator
2017-715605
Grain Handling
operator 2017716113
Cereals, snacks,
pasta and
condiments
machine process
operator 2017716116
Brew house
process machine
operator 2017716117
Glass process
operator 2017718103
Labelling machine
operator 2017718301
Cable and Rope
Splicing machine
operator 2017718902
Cable
manufacturing
machine minder
2017-718903
Integrated
manufacturing

N
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Category

Sam
ple
size

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Y

Are there
alternate title

N
Y
line machine
setter 2017718904
Car compactor
operator 2017218908
Lighthouse keeper
2017-718909
Lock master
(Water Transport)
2017-718910
Snow maker
2017-718911
Wash plant
operator 2017718912
Tram driver 2017731102
Train controller
2017-731202
Mulcher operator
2017-734207
Tunnelling
Machine operator
2017-734208
Mobile explosives
manufacturing
unit (MEMU)
operator 2017734209
Scraper operator
2017-734210
Dragline operator
2017-734211
Railway Track
Master 2017734212

N
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Category

8
Elementa
ry
Occupati
ons

Sam
ple
size
81

Is there a sixdigit code
Y
81

N
0

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N
81 0

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y
63

Y
3
Street
Operator
2017861301
Truck
Driver’s
Offsider
2017833302
Metal
Engineerin
g Process
Worker
2017832901

N
18
Crossing
Supervisor 2017862917
Chemical Mixer
2017-862915
Hotel Cellar Hand
2017-862104
Street Vendor
2017-852101
Car Park
Attendant 2017851101
Store Person
2017-833402
Cheese Packer
2017-832104
Fish or Seafood
Packer 2017832103
Sign Erector 2017831312
Mining Spotter
Controller 2017831104
Indoor Plant
Worker 2017821403
Insect Farm
Worker/Assistant
2017-821202
Scout 2017821103
Pruner 2017821105
Ironer or Presser
2017-812103
Caretaker/Cleaner
2017-811101

N
78
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Category

Total

Sam
ple
size

1444

Is there a sixdigit code
Y

N

14
41

3

Is the
purpose
stated
Y
N

Is there specialisation

Are there
alternate title

Y

Y

N

14
43

10
68

75

13
69

1

N
Refuse sorter
2017-861201
Waste Material
Sorter and
classifier 2017861202
376

Figure 2
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4. Assessing Occupational Tasks
The purpose of this analysis is to develop a narrative of the occupational tasks analysed for
approximately 720 occupations listed in the DHET’s Organising Framework for Occupations
(OFO) register. This first layer of analysis assesses how the tasks are framed from the
perspective of specialisms, and those that are generalist i.e. not specific, and job-oriented
versus work-oriented. By drawing on job descriptions collated for the occupations assessed,
this analysis also comments on indicatively what employers are looking for (aka job
description and personal attributes) versus the tasks listed within the OFO.
Methodology
As alluded to, the details pertaining to almost 720 occupations listed in the OFO were
summarised into a templates, which captured for each occupation the title and OFO code of
the occupation, a functional review (for example, purpose of the occupation and
specialisms) and an analysis of the tasks at unit level. It is the latter information that was
drawn on to inform this analysis. For occupations at the unit level of managers,
professionals, technicians and associate professionals, clerical support workers and to a
lesser degree, service and sales workers associated job advertisements were identified.
However, for the unit level of skilled agriculture, forestry, fisher, craft and related trade
workers; plant and machine operators and assemblers; and elementary occupations few if
any job adverts were identified. It is assumed that many of these jobs are obtained via word
of mouth or through local community networks, as such advertising is less likely to occur.
To manage the analysis of the tasks, yet ensure a robust level of assessment, not all
occupations were assessed in detail, but a set of strategically selected occupations from
each unit level were identified. These were selected based on being a commonly recognised
and numerous occupation or relevant to the banking or financial sector, or to provide
diversity to the mix of occupations assessed. See Appendix A for a list of occupations, by
OFO unit level, assessed in detail for this research task. Once the sample occupations had
been identified, data on tasks were extracted for each occupation and inserted under the
following question headings:
1. Which tasks are specialised and specific to the unit group?
2. Which tasks are not specialised and not specific to the unit group?
3. Which tasks are job-oriented (work being done)?
4. Which tasks are worker-oriented (demands placed on the worker doing the work)?
5. What are employers looking for versus the OFO tasks?
Based on these questions the tasks were assessed per occupation unit group and presented
below. The conclusion to this research draws out emergent themes from this exercise.
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Specialised versus non-specialised tasks
Specialised tasks relate specifically to and/or cite the occupation within the task i.e. the task
is particular to an occupation.
Manager unit group
From the perspective of the Managers unit group specialist tasks vary but can be
categorised into those that are subject specific and/or intellectual or relational.
Subject / intellectual specific tasks refer to those that are related to the topic or subject an
individual occupying a job is required of professionally, in terms of, for example formal
education. For example:
A Finance Manager subject-specific tasks include, for example, assessing the financial
situation of the enterprise or organisation, preparing budgets and overseeing financial
operations.
A Local or Provincial Government Legislator’s subject specific tasks include, for example,
making, ratify, amending or repealing laws, public rules and regulations within a statutory or
constitutional framework.
Linked to this would be specific tasks associated with and reliant on subject-specific and
general expertise, capability and knowledge in order to make strategic decisions, solve
problems, allocate resources, and at take the lead at a high-level.
Relational specific tasks refer to those which require human interaction and aptitude for e.g.
dealing with, hiring, consulting and directing a workforce. Examples of these tasks are
illustrated as follows:
A Traditional Leader’s relational-specific tasks are associated with their role as a community
leader and therefore needing to deal with issues such as land allocation and community
disputes, or
In the case of an Organisation Director tasks which focus on for example, reporting to
and/or representing the company at board meetings and official functions, or
An Advertising and Public Relations Manager whose relational tasks, for example include
planning, directing and coordinating the advertising and public relations activities of an
enterprise or organization.
These relational-specific tasks would contribute significantly to the total percentage of tasks
required of a person in a senior and management position. According to the American
Occupational database O*NET, over 90% of managers interviewed stated they had daily
face-to-face meetings, and 80% said they are in constant contact with others (O*Net, 2020).
This is therefore reflected in the relational specific tasks (as illustrated above).
In relation to the non-specialised tasks, i.e. those that are not specifically attributed to an
occupation but more general, for those in managerial positions, these tend to be associated
with the mechanism or application of tasks, such as consultation, negotiation, attending
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functions, undertaking reviews or analysis and authorisation. As such, these tasks can be
more broadly attributed to those in roles of leadership or management – whether
corporate, academic, government or leading a civil society organisation. The following nonspecific tasks were identified across a wide-range of OFO-identified managerial occupations:
−

Overseeing the selection, training and performance of staff

−

Planning and directing daily operations

−

Representing the organisation at conventions, seminars and conferences

−

Consulting with and informing other managers about organisational matters

These tasks listed against Manager unit group occupations mirror that of the author
Pearson’s (Pearson, 1989) ‘six key tasks’ that make up the foundations of every general
manager’s job: shaping the work environment, setting strategy, allocating resource,
developing managers, building the organisation, and overseeing operations. It can therefore
be suggested, that the OFO-adequately accommodates the non-specific tasks in most
manager unit occupations. However, it is work ensuring that all managerial occupations in
the OFO do capture these tasks as a matter of course.
Professionals unit group
As one of the unit groups with the largest listing of occupations, additional sample
occupations were analysed to ensure a robust assessment and diversity. What is very clear
from an assessment of the specialised tasks for professionals is that these in the main are
very much linked to the profession and the codified knowledge associated with the
profession – such knowledge will have been garnered from higher education diplomas and
degrees which are very specific to an occupation or sector pathway. Good examples of this
are illustrated through the Civil Engineer and Dietician occupations:
Numerous specialist tasks are listed in the OFO relating to the role of a Civil Engineer, for
example analysing the stability of structure and testing the durability of materials used in a
structure or advising and designing structures.
In the case of the Dietician, their specific tasks include consulting health professionals and
care providers to manage dietary and nutritional needs of patients, or planning diets and
menus and supervision of preparation and the serving of meals.
While it is probable that other occupations may undertake similar tasks, these tasks are
notably specific to these two example occupations. However, in the case of:
Teachers for example, and here a Foundational Phase School Teacher is referred to, it is
noted that in the main, all the tasks listed for this occupation could be for any teacher
phase, with none specifically related to teaching at the foundation phase.
At a minimum, a third of all professional occupations have tasks in the OFO that are
specialised with no obvious non-specialised tasks indicated. For those that did have nonspecialised tasks identified, these tended to relate to planning and organising, advising on
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and application of findings, reporting and instructing within scientific-related disciplines.
For example:
-

Planning and organising surveys and statistical collections via, for example
questionnaires and interview (applicable to e.g. Actuaries and Financial
Investment Advisors).

-

Establishing safety standards and procedures and first-aid facilities and/or
identifying potential hazards and introducing safety procedures and devices
(applicable to e.g. Mining Engineers, Biomedical Engineers and Electronics
Engineers).

As is illustrated above, as in the case for Engineers, clusters of similar professional
occupations share similar or same non-specific tasks. It is therefore suggested, that if not
already the case, that OFO professional occupation clusters (e.g. teachers, those in the
creative occupations, or scientific) tasks should be reviewed so there is consistency of nonspecific tasks applicable to occupation clusters.
Technicians and associate professional unit group
As with the Professionals unit group, most tasks identified within the Technicians unit group
are specialist, as in the main many of the occupations are specialised and the individuals in
these roles will have undertaken specialised higher education studies, in-house training or
some form of technical training. It could even be suggested that the specialised tasks are
even more nuanced than those of the professional and directly related to the Technical
occupation. For example:
A Credit or Loans Officer’s tasks are to approve or reject loan applications and interview
applicants for different types of loans; and
A Commodities Trader’s tasks include for example negotiating the purchase and sale of
commodities or finding cargo and storage space for commodities. These two examples
illustrate how specialised these tasks are, and while other occupations could undertake
these or similar tasks, they are unmistakably and directly linked to the occupation.
A Forestry Technician’s specific tasks include, for example, supervising and performing
technical functions in forest harvesting operations; conducting forest inventories, surveys
and field measurements following accepted scientific and operational procedures; and
preparing forest cultivation and cutting plans.
However, some occupations, such as a Draughtsperson or Production or Operations
Supervisor (Manufacturing) have tasks allocated which are core to their occupation, but
could also be deemed generic – for example:
The copy of drawings or painting onto stone or metal plates (this could be associated with
an artist or engraver) and not just that of a Draughtsperson.
In the case of the Production or Operations Supervisor (Manufacturing) generic tasks
include organising and planning daily work with regards to staff or instructing and training
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new staff – these tasks could be applied to a number of occupations – such as a Nursing
Sister or Manager.
The analysis of both the specific- and non-specific tasks (as illustrated in the examples
above) show the high level of specific skill and therefore associated tasks required of this
unit group. Therefore, as alluded to before many technician and associated professional’s in
this group would need to have undergone specific training and have the required
experience within their sector to undertake their tasks. Examples of specific knowledge
obtained via in-house, TVET or other higher education training are illustrated below:
For an (Executive) Chef, some of the qualifications required, would be for example,
knowledge of food safety systems (HACCP), understanding of various cooking methods and
a thorough knowledge of cookery terminology and preparation methods (MNC Jobs, 2020c).
In the case of a Traffic Controller, while no Higher Education is required, there Grade 12
(Level 4) Pure Mathematics and is required to enter the profession, which is linked to the
occupational specific tasks requiring analytical and spatial reasoning skills.
The above two examples illustrate the specific-task focused skill requirement distinction
between occupations in this category. The Chef and Traffic Controller for example, would
sit within a smaller cluster of occupations within this unit group, that while requiring very
specific skills and knowledge to undertake a task, a higher education diploma or degree is
not required. However, this is different for most occupations in this cluster which are more
aligned with and/or assist professionals (see previous unit group), whose specific tasks may
require a higher degree of education, such as engineering technicians, laboratory
technicians, healthcare assistants (e.g. nursing, midwifery, veterinary and dental),
professional administrators and certain levels of supervisors, as illustrated below:
A Chemical Engineering Technician’s educational requirement include a Bachelor’s degree
in Mechanical Engineering or Degree/National Diploma in Analytical Chemistry or in a
related field, as well as a professional engineers licence (MNC Jobs, 2020b).
A (Building) Construction Supervisor requires a Diploma or Bachelor’s degree in Built
Environment field or study (Civil / Mechanical / Industrial), as well as registration or
candidature as Professional Construction Manager (MNC Jobs, 2020a).
What this therefore suggests is that within this unit group tasks associated with these
occupations should be aligned with the level of educational requirement, as well as
considering whether tasks require the assisting of professionals.

Clerical support workers unit group
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Within this unit group, most of the tasks allocated to the occupations are specific, with tasks
directly linked to the role of the occupation – which is to provide general organisational or
office support which assists the function of a company (Study.com, 2019). Individuals
holding these positions, are likely to report to a supervisor, professional assistant or middlelevel manager. Given the specificity of tasks, the OFO further divides the occupations into
unique specialisms with associated specialist tasks. A good example of this being:
a Bank Teller, which also includes specialisms such as a Post Office Teller and a Foreign
Exchange Teller. As such, for all three of these specialisms, specialist tasks are allocated, for
example:
−

Bank Teller – process customer cash deposits, withdrawals, cheques, transfers, bills,
credit card payments and money orders.

−

Post Office Teller – the selling of postage stamps and bill payments.

−

Foreign Exchange Teller – the changing of money from one currency to another.

Most tasks associated with a clerical support worker are specialist, with generalist tasks
including dealing with correspondence and mail, doing transaction reconciliations or
forwarding messages. Many of these tasks could be applied to one or more other clerical
support worker, for example:
Both a Hotel or Motel Receptionist and a Secretary (general) would both receive and
forward on messages.
Both a Hotel or Motel Receptionist and a Tourist Information Officer would make and
confirm reservations and prepare bills and receive payments.
As with the Technicians and Associate Professionals unit group, some of the Clerical Support
Workers occupations illustrated few or no generalist tasks within the OFO, an example being
a Cook and a Driving Instructor. However, this is surprising as given the role of support or
instruction some similarities in tasks would be considered generic across this unit group, for
example, entering data into a computer, filing records, answering telephone calls and
relaying messages, and therefore would be expected to be seen within the OFO’s tasks
associated with an occupation. While some of these are picked up in the OFO tasks, these
tasks – while general – are classified as specific as the task inserted into the OFO alongside
the occupation is written in such a way that is specific to a particular sector or company’s
activities, as illustrated in the examples below:
For a Transport Clerk specific yet a general task would be coordinating and keeping records
of operational activities concerning road transport, such as allocation and scheduling of
vehicles and drivers, loading and unloading of vehicles and storage of goods in transit, which
is like,
A Production Co-ordinator who’s specific, yet general task is to record and coordinate the
flow of work and materials between departments, which is not to dissimilar to a
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Payroll Clerk, who’s specific, yet general task is to maintain records of employee
attendance, leave and overtime to calculate pay and benefit entitlements, using manual or
computerized systems.
It is therefore suggested that the OFO tasks are reviewed to ensure consistency with
specific, yet generalised tasks, and that general tasks applicable to most of the occupations
within this unit group are included and consistent.
Service and sales workers
Most tasks associated with Service and Sales Workers are specialised, this alludes to the
occupation reflecting a specialised series of tasks associated with a predominantly
procedural occupation that does not require extensive professional or technical knowledge,
experience or capability. The types of occupations listed within this unit group include
cooks, waiters, housekeepers, caretakers, service station attendants, astrologers, fire
fighters and hairdressers. As can be seen from the occupation tasks, the tasks are closely
aligned to and specific to the title of the occupation, for example specialist tasks associated
with:
Cooks are to regulate the temperature of ovens, grills, roasters and cooking equipment.
For a Hairdresser to style hair and provide advice on haircare and hairstyles, and for a,
Fire fighter to rescue people from burning buildings and accident sites and responding to
fire alarms and other calls of emergency.
These examples illustrate the direct association within the occupation, leaving the reader
with little doubt as to the associated occupation provides a personal and/or protective
service. Some of the tasks were however general and could be applied to various other
Service and Sales Workers, as well as Clerical Support Workers (see above). For example,
arranging appointments, housekeeping, preparation of food or goods and provision of hair
or beauty treatments, as illustrated below:
A general task associated with Hairdressers is that of arranging appointments, this is not to
dissimilar to that of a Hotel or Motel Receptionist (see Clerical Support Worker unit group),
and for a
Service Station Attendant generalist tasks include undertaking stock control or operating
car wash facilities. Both these tasks could be associated with other retail-associated
occupations, such as Shelf Stackers or an elementary occupation such as a Car Washer.
Within this unit group the role of technology will and is beginning to play a more important
role and will therefore shape both specific- and non-specific tasks (European Commission,
2014). For example, the arranging of appointments, or responding to emergencies are now
likely to require, for example, the use of booking programmes, or the use of GPS and
electronic maps to locate an emergency call. It is therefore suggested that some of these
tasks (as illustrated in the examples above) are identified within this OFO unit group and
updated to acknowledge any potential technological or computer related application.
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Skilled Agriculture, Forestry, Fishery, Craft & Related Trade Workers
As with the preceding unit group, this unit groups tasks are in the main related specifically
to the occupation and are therefore are specialised and are reflected in the occupation title,
for example:
An Underwater Diver’s tasks are to perform underwater tasks such as salvage or recovering
bodies or descending into water with the aid of diver helpers, using scuba gear or diver
suits. Unmistakably, these tasks are linked to the occupation.
Another example of this is that of the Plumber whose specialised tasks are to measure, cut,
thread, bend, join, assemble, install, maintain and repair pipes (amongst other related
plumber-specific tasks).
While these tasks are not specifically procedural, as may be the case for Clerical Workers for
example, they speak directly to the role of the occupation – to fix, to dive, to install or to
examine and could be classified as applied- or market- oriented specific tasks. Marketoriented refers to an economic sector such as forestry, fisheries, hunting, farming and tend
to be considered medium-skilled (ILO, 2012).
The non-specific tasks identified tended to be associated with reporting on or monitoring or
inspecting progress or equipment or is linked to the physical requirements associated with
tasks, such as lifting, laying, pushing or mixing. However, as with Clerical Support Workers
unit group (see above) these non-specific tasks have been specialised by applying them to
the contextual or market orientation of the occupation, yet in the main they are generic
tasks associated with this unit group, as illustrated below:
A Pest or Weed Controller is required to operate and monitor equipment for spraying pests
and weeds, which is not too dissimilar to a
Arboriculture Farmer who is required to inspect, clean, grade, package, store and load crops
for sale or delivery to market, which is not too dissimilar to a
Painter who is required to clean and prepare walls and other surfaces of buildings for
painting or wallpapering.
As is illustrated above, these tasks are also not necessarily associated with communication,
writing or computer-literacy competencies. It is also likely that the tasks are acquired
through experience and tacit learning.
With regards to the OFO it could be recommended that non-specific or more general tasks
that are likely to be applicable throughout out – such as maintenance, repair, cleaning,
monitoring of equipment etc should be included throughout, as this is not always the case,
yet would be an important task whether a painter, stonemason, pest or weed controller, or
welder.
Plant and Machine Operators and Assemblers unit group
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At this unit group level, it should be noted that there are many occupational variations and
types of specialisms, for example:
Associated with the Metal Processing Plant Operator’s occupation three distinctions can be
made, that of Metal Manufacturing Machine Setter and Minder, Abrasive Wheel Maker, and
Brake Lining Maker. However, while these specialisms exist, in the main, the overarching
main occupation’s tasks related to or were aligned with that of its specialisms, with all the
following tasks the same for each specialism, for example:
−

Observing gauges, meters, computer printouts, video monitors and products
to ensure correct operation of machine and verify specified processing
conditions.

−

Adjusting equipment, valves, pumps, controls and process equipment.

−

Verifying equipment for malfunctions, carrying out routine operating tests
and arranging for maintenance.

−

Operating single-function machinery to grind, separate, filter, mix, treat, cast,
roll, refine or otherwise process metals and mineral ores

For all sample occupations, both specialist and non-specialist tasks were identified. As with
the Skilled Trade Workers unit group, the specialist-tasks associated with this unit group are
directly linked to the specifics of the occupation, such as metal processing, or operating
cranes to hoist objects, or driving trucks – which are described in the occupation title, for
example:
One of the specialist tasks of a Cable Ferry Operator is to operate and monitor machinery
used to haul, ferry or barge goods, passengers and vehicles across short stretches of water.
A Mining Operator are required to set up and operate drilling equipment in underground
and surface mines and quarries, and a
Bus Driver is required to perform the task of driving and tending motor buses, trolley buses
or motor coaches to transport local or long-distance passengers, mail or goods.
Nearly all specialist tasks in this unit group relate to the act of doing or enabling them to
operate. As way of example, a Train Driver’s specialist tasks are to operate communication
systems to communicate with train crews and traffic controllers and to drive or assist in
driving various types of trains. As such, these types of tasks require an understanding of the
machinery, tools or equipment required to perform their task.
Many of the non-specialist tasks associated with the unit group are linked to checking,
observing, monitoring and controlling equipment or materials, and loading or unloading
materials and objectives. Therefore, it can be ascertained that many of the generic tasks
associated with this unit group can apply across the unit group and are therefore standard
tasks expected of the occupations within this group. As such it is recommended that the
non-specific tasks are assessed for consistency and repeated throughout the unit group, to
ensure they’re included or alluded to in specialist-related tasks.
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In the main, whether tasks are specialised or generic they correlate strongly with
occupations that are procedural and applied, requiring some form of operating or
monitoring or driving machinery, equipment or vehicles respectively (Tucareers, 2020) –
therefore these acts of doing should be consistently reflected throughout all tasks.
Elementary occupation unit group
Within the elementary occupation unit group, it is noted that most tasks are non-specific.
Whether a Window Cleaner, Recycling or Rubbish Collector, Garden or Builder’s Worker
many tasks are similar and applicable to several occupations within the unit group (and are
also aligned to those in the preceding unit groups of Plant & Machinery Operations or
Skilled Agriculture Workers). For example:
The non-specific tasks associated with the occupation of a Window Cleaner are selecting
the appropriate cleaning and polishing equipment. This type of task could be associated
with any occupation that require cleaning, for example, polishing and cleaning of minerals,
vehicles, buildings or a house and therefore the associated occupations.
Another example being that of a Garden Worker, whose non-specific tasks include tending
plants, harvesting and packaging plants or assisting with propagation, planting or potting
seeds. While a specialism for this Occupation is that of Nursery Worker, these tasks also
correlate with those of a produce farm worker, for example.
With regards to the specialist tasks associated with this unit group, these, as with the
previous unit groups are specific to and describe the occupation title. This suggests tasks
are not overly complex and are very specific to the role, which indicates that people
employed in these roles are usually required to perform simple and routine tasks requiring
the use of hand-held tools or physical effort (Cedefop, 2019), as illustrated in the following
occupations:
The specific tasks associate with a Recycling or Rubbish Collector are unloading garbage and
recycling trucks, and riding on or in garbage and recycling trucks.
In the case of a Builders Worker, specific and occupationally literal tasks include mixing,
pouring and spreading materials such as concrete, plaster and mortar, or loading and
unloading construction materials.
Job-oriented versus worker-oriented tasks
This distinguishes between tasks that are associated with the type of work that is done (joboriented) and those that are reliant on the demands placed on the individual (such as social
or requiring personal attributes). It was not always that easy to distinguish between these
two1, but where feasible this exercise is useful as it provides an indication of where, for
example, tacit knowledge acquisition and/or experience and emotional intelligence are
likely to play a role in whether the individual can undertake the task(s) required of their
occupation (as per the OFO or associated job description).
1

See Conclusion for a recommended categorisation for use in future OFO task-oriented analyses.
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Manager unit group
Exploring this distinction for the Manager unit group, it is apparent that there is more
emphasis placed on worker-oriented than jo-oriented tasks. This would suggest that their
jobs require them to deliver and have experience and insight to plan and strategise, and coordinate activities. As such these tasks require a high-level of social and personal aptitude,
such as negotiation and consultation with colleagues, staff, a community or customers,
good communication and listening skills and an ability to uphold the organisation or
community they represent in an respectable manner, as illustrated in the examples below:
Director (Enterprise / Organisation) occupation worker-oriented tasks include for example,
Consulting with senior subordinate staff and reviewing recommendations and reports;
selecting, or approving the selection of senior staff; and Representing the organization at
official occasions and board meetings, in negotiations, at conventions, seminars, public
hearings and forums.
For a Sales and Marketing Manager, an example of a worker-oriented task would include
the leading and managing the activities of sales and marketing staff.
And in the case of a Restaurant Manager, given their customer facing role their occupation
requires a number of worker-oriented tasks, for example: Conferring with customers to
assess their satisfaction with meals and service; Planning menus in consultation with chefs
and cooks; and negotiating arrangements with clients and suppliers.
While not as prominent in the analysis, Managerial occupations do require job-oriented
tasks, such as planning, administering and reviewing, for example. As illustrated in the
examples below:
Policy and Planning Manager examples of job-oriented tasks include: Establishing activity
measures and measurements of accountability, and developing, implementing and
monitoring strategic plans, programs, policies, processes, systems and procedures to
achieve goals, objectives and work standards.
An example of a Medical Superintendent’s job-oriented task would be to monitor the use of
diagnostic services, inpatient beds, facilities, and staff to ensure effective use of resources
and assess the need for additional staff, equipment, and services
Professionals unit group
In correlation with the finding that many of the tasks associated with professionals are
specialised, it is therefore not surprising that the majority of tasks identified for
professionals are job-oriented, and therefore not that reliant on the personal attributes of
the individual, as illustrated in the examples below:
Of the OFO tasks listed against a Meteorologist, almost 80% of tasks are job-oriented – as a
way of example, these include: Developing and testing mathematical computer models of
weather and climate for experimental or operational use; Preparing scientific papers and
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reports; and Studying data collected from meteorological stations, radar and satellite
imagery and computer model output to plot and forecast weather conditions.
In the case of an Industrial Engineer, over 65% of tasks identified in the OFO are joboriented, and include for example: Establishing standards and policies for installation,
modification, quality control, testing, inspection and maintenance according to engineering
principles and safety regulations; Developing specifications for manufacture, and
determining materials, equipment, piping, material flows, capacities and layout of plant and
systems; and inspecting plants to improve and maintain performance.
For nearly all the professional occupations job-oriented tasks included planning and
undertaking research, collecting and analysing data, developing methodologies or curricula
and assessing feasibility. This indicates that their specialist knowledge, expertise and
capability are important criteria for consideration, as the allocated job-oriented tasks
require a degree of specialism, knowledge and experience.
Worker-oriented tasks associated with professionals tend to rely on their ability to provide
advice, to present finds, consult with peers and colleagues or leadership, organising and
supervising specialist activities. The following two occupations illustrate good examples of
worker-oriented tasks within this unit group:
A General Medical Practitioner who, for example, conducts physical examinations (joboriented) of patients and interviews them and their families (worker-oriented) to determine
their health status; and advises individuals, families and communities on health, nutrition
and lifestyle which aid prevention or treatment of disease and disorders.
In comparison to a Foundational Phase School Teacher’s worker-oriented tasks, which
include, for example: Instructing children individually and in groups, using various teaching
methods and materials (e.g. computers, books, games), adapting to children’s varying
needs; Participating in staff meetings and other sessions, and conferring with other teachers
concerning educational issues; and supervising children during classes and at other times in
the school day, including the playground during breaks.
It should be noted in this unit group that some tasks listed against an occupation combine
both job-oriented and worker-oriented tasks, where the job-oriented task sets up or
prepares the individual in the role to undertake a worker-oriented task, as illustrated below:
For a Foundational Phase School Teacher, the example dual-oriented task includes
preparing for (job-oriented) and attending parent meetings to discuss children’s progress
and problems (worker-oriented), and in the case of
A Private Tuition Music Teacher, the following tasks illustrates this dualism of orientation planning, preparing (job-oriented) and delivering programs of study, lessons and workshops
for individual students and groups (worker-oriented).
Technicians and associate professional unit group
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Given that many of the tasks are specialised, it is therefore not surprising, as with the
Professional unit group that at least half of the tasks allocated to this group are joboriented, for example analysing and monitoring market trends, identifying shortages of
human or physical resources and keeping records, as illustrated below:
Chemical Engineering Technician - designing and preparing layouts of chemical plants
according to the specifications given; and monitoring technical aspects of the construction,
installation, operation, maintenance and repair of chemical plants to ensure satisfactory
performance and compliance with specifications and regulations.
Airborne Electronics Analyst - modifying existing ground-based air navigation systems and
equipment to adapt them to new air traffic control procedures, in order to improve
capability, reliability and integrity, or to facilitate air traffic control procedures and airspace
designation; and carrying out technical duties related to the development of electronic and
computerized air navigation systems and equipment, and testing prototypes.
Whilst on the other hand, their worker-oriented tasks identified tend to focus on
engagement with staff – whether through organising their time, providing supervision,
dealing with issues or training, or engagement with clients – such as negotiating price or
interviewing applicants, as illustrated in the examples below:
Ambulance Officer - Providing information and training to community groups and essential
service workers in first aid for initial care of an illness or injury, and for a
A Medical Secretary these worker-oriented tasks include, for example, interviewing patients
to complete forms, documents and case histories; and supervising the work of office
support workers and other office staff.
What can be ascertained about these tasks is that the level at which the tasks are defined
per occupation begins to stress a more specific engagement with staff or clients, as opposed
to overarching leadership and strategic management i.e. in the case of Managers. This
therefore alludes to these roles requiring tasks that are focused on singular or in-time (i.e.
not future) tasks and activities.
Clerical support workers
Many of the tasks associated with Clerical Support Workers are procedural, such as insert
data into spreadsheets or distributing and sorting mail or processing payment transactions,
and as such can be determined as job-oriented, as illustrated in the examples below:
A Payroll Clerk prepares employee payments or reviews time sheets, or
A Data Entry Operator verifying data accuracy and receiving and registering invoices,
Secretary’s (general) job-oriented tasks are to deal with and distribute mail or use computer
software to provide administrative support.
However, a few Clerical Support Worker occupations are consumer or colleague-facing, and
therefore have a high degree of worker-oriented tasks, as illustrated in the examples:
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A Hotel or Motel Receptionist tends to have a high degree of worker-oriented tasks, for
example, registering arriving guests or dealing with telephonic reservations, or dealing with
guest problems.
And in the case of a Debt Collector, telephoning, visiting, or writing to customers to collect
money or arrange for later payments; and asking for and collecting charity payments.
Within this category there the job versus worker-oriented occupations a clearly defined by
how much interaction the individual in the role engages with the public or colleagues, or
not.
Service and sales workers
Interestingly, as many of the occupations listed under Service and Sales Workers are
consumer- or co-worker facing the orientation of the tasks reflect this, with most being
worker-oriented. For example:
Transport conductor responding to passengers’ requests and complaints and providing
information about stops and connections; and greeting passengers boarding transportation
equipment and announcing routes and stops.
Driving instructors advising students as to when they are ready to take their driving test, or
teaching road craft, safety and traffic regulations.
Hairdressers advising clients on haircare and beauty products or wig fitting according to
customer requirements.

Waiters advising on food and beverage choices; and greeting customers and presenting
them with menus and beverage lists.
As such, these occupations require more than procedural job-oriented tasks, and probably
more so than some Technicians and Associate Professionals and Clerical Support Workers.
However, this unit group though is not devoid of job-oriented tasks, and where these do
exist, as illustrated below, they are associated with procedural activities, such as reporting,
completing forms or maintaining records:
A Call Centre Salesperson’s job-oriented tasks would include, for example: submitting
periodic reports on telemarketing activities and results; and maintaining statistics of calls
made and successes achieved.
And in the case of a Prison Officer these job-oriented tasks would include, for example:
Making periodic inspection tours of cells and inspecting and maintaining the security of
locks, windows, doors and gates.
Therefore the discussion for this unit-group is for worker-oriented tasks dealing in the main
one-to-one with customers and ensuring the client has their needs met through the
provision of a personable service, such as having a good meal or haircut achieved; and in the
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case of job-oriented these are to under tasks which can support other unit group tasks, such
as ensuring financial liquidity, or the achievement of meeting sales targets.
Skilled Agriculture, Forestry, Fishery, Craft & Related Trade Workers
Most tasks listed in this OFO unit group were job-oriented, therefore requiring little workeroriented focus, and therefore having an application-based, physical or procedural task
focus. For example:
As illustrated in the job-oriented tasks for a Poultry Farmer, which includes, for example:
Mixing feed and feed additives and filling feed and water containers; and determining sex of
chicks and facilitating breeding, artificial insemination, and hatching of eggs.
Or as illustrated for a Roof Tiler, who’s job-oriented tasks include, for example: Covering
roof frameworks with slate and prefabricated tiles to cover pitched roofs; and laying a
waterproof shield and fixing metallic or synthetic materials to a building’s frame.
This reflects the specific nature of the tasks with each occupation having very specific tasks
associated with their occupation. This therefore indicates that many of the job-oriented
tasks are linked to procedural activities and tend to reflect a lower-level of high skill in, for
example organising teams, training or undertaking multiple non-related or complex
activities.
However, some occupations did require a worker-orientation, particularly where there was
a reliance on needing to, for example sell a product grown, or to rely on good
communication with colleagues for survival or to provide training, as illustrated in the
examples below:
An Underwater Diver, for example, requires good communication skills with colleagues who
look out for their safety while underwater.
In the case of most agricultural farmers, there is the need to engage with customers or
consumers to purchase seeds or sell products grown or animals reared, as illustrated in this
example for a Livestock Farmer, who’s worker-oriented tasks include promoting and
marketing products, arranging the sale, purchase and transportation of livestock, produce
and supplies and maintaining and evaluating records of farm activities and transactions; and
training and supervising workers in animal care procedures, maintenance duties, and health
and safety precautions and hiring and discharging workers and contractors.
Plant and Machine Operators and Assemblers
Nearly all tasks associated with the occupations in this unit group are job-oriented, which
aligns with the procedural and applied-role of the occupations, with few worker-orientation
tasks. This is indicated in keywords associated with the unit groups tasks, which are
common throughout, such as observing meters and gauges, adjusting valves and pumps,
monitoring reactions and transferring products or loads, and operating machinery or
vehicles. As illustrated in the following examples:
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Rock Drill Operator job-oriented tasks, for example, include: Dismantling, moving and
assembling drilling rigs and auxiliary equipment; and assembling and dismantling pipes,
casings and drill heads, and replacing dysfunctional equipment. And for a
Rubber Production Machine Operator these job-oriented tasks include, for example,
Operating and monitoring machines which build up tires on a form, vulcanise tires and
mould or rebuild used tyres; and locating defects and repairing worn and faulty tyres by
vulcanising or other processes.
While very few of the tasks are worker-oriented, those that involve dealing with clients or
passengers do reflect these types of tasks, for example those who drive vehicles,
motorcycles, buses or trains for deliveries or to transport passengers. Examples of such
tasks include assisting with loading and unloading, arranging repairs and maintenance or
communicating with crew and passengers. As illustrated in the following examples:
A Train Driver’s worker-oriented task, as listed in the OFO, is to operate communications
systems to communicate with train crews and traffic controllers to ensure safe operation
and scheduling of trains, and in the case of a
Chauffeur, these worker-oriented tasks include, for example, assisting physically challenged
passengers; and assisting passengers with handling of luggage.
Elementary occupations
Most occupational tasks in this unit group are job-oriented and reflect the often simple,
applied and physical tasks required to undertake the job. As such limited workerorientation tasks were identified. The nature of these job-oriented tasks are reflected in the
task descriptions which are very active, applied and require little analytical or social
application, such as washing, drying, polishing, unloading, emptying, sorting and spreading,
as illustrated in the examples below:
Most of a Fast Food Cook’s tasks are job-oriented, for example: Operating large-volume
single-process cooking equipment such as grills, deep-fat fryers or griddles; and preparing
simple or pre-prepared foods and beverages such as sandwiches, hamburgers, pizzas, fish
and chips, salads, and coffee.
And as clearly illustrated in the case of a Meter Reader’s of which a all tasks listed in OFO
against this occupation are job oriented, for example: Reading electricity, gas or water
meters and recording consumption; keeping records of merchandise distributed and money
collected; and inspecting meters for unauthorized connections, defects, and damage such as
broken seals.
Where tasks, whilst few, are reflected as worker-oriented, this is when the occupation
requires interaction to undertake a job, for example by taking instruction or assisting to
undertake a task for someone in an occupation unit group listed above that oversees staff,
teams or undertakes training. Worker-oriented tasks in this unit group are illustrated in the
examples below:
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A Domestic Cleaner’s work-oriented task may include helping with preparation, cooking and
serving of meals and refreshments, and a
Garden Worker’s work-oriented task examples are that of assisting with planting and
transplanting flowers, shrubs, trees and lawns; and assisting with propagating, planting and
potting seeds, bulbs and cuttings.
The examples above clearly illustrate that the jobs are basic, applied and seldom involve
much complexity or completion of a job or activity in the whole, the tasks indicate they form
part of a team or workforce to accomplish an outcome or activity.
What are employers looking for versus the OFO tasks?
This exercise provides insight into the potential gaps or similarities between the tasks
identified in the OFO for an occupation versus that which is presented in corresponding job
advertisements. Should gaps exist this may indicate where: (a) the OFO could be refined to
include additional tasks, and/or, (b) those involved in HR or developing job descriptions are
made familiar of the OFO to guide them on developing job descriptions for vacancies.
For the unit groups where job advertisements were available, these were assessed to
identify these commonalities and/or gaps to provide guidance to the OFO for potentially
refining or considering additions to the identified occupation’s tasks. The examples below
are presented per unit group, and illustrate examples highlighted in the analysis.
Manager unit group
With regards to the Manager unit group, this was one category of occupation where job
advertisements were easily available. Various reasons may be provided as to why this is the
case, for example, it is a legally binding process, a desire to identify a suitable candidate to
bring fresh thinking and ideas to an organisation or that there is no one suitable in the
advertising organisation. Reviewing the adverts, it is clearly notable that they are a lot more
specific in terms of the tasks to be undertaken, and this is directly related to the specific
sector or type of leadership the advertising organisation is requiring. This is probably also
due to the significance of the job; therefore, much thought will have gone into the type,
capability and intellectual capacity of the person required to lead an organisation, unit or
team. As such, it can be ascertained that the OFO tasks in general are more generalist to
those advertised, which are more specific. For example, see below for a Local or Provincial
Government Legislator – highlighted text indicates a similarity between the OFO tasks and
the advertisement:
OFO tasks
-

Making, ratifying, amending
or repealing laws, public
rules and regulations within
a statutory or constitutional
framework

Job advertisement attributes and
tasks
Skills and attributes
Time management, Good
communication skills, Written and
verbal communication, Interpersonal
skills, Computer Literacy, Consistent,
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-

-

-

-

-

Investigating matters of
concern to the public and
promoting the interests of
the constituencies which
they represent
Negotiating with other
legislators and
representatives of interest
groups in order to reconcile
differing interests, and to
create policies and
agreements
Serving on government
administrative boards or
official committees
Determining, formulating,
and directing policies of
national, state, regional or
local governments
As members of the
government, directing
senior administrators and
officials of government
departments and agencies in
the interpretation and
implementation of
government policies

-

Presiding over or
participating in the
proceedings of legislative
bodies and administrative
councils of national, state,
regional or local
governments or legislative
assemblies

-

Attending community
functions and meetings to
provide service to the
community, understand
public opinion and provide
information on government
plans

Co-operative, Focused, Logical,
Organised, Professional, Interpersonal
skills, and Financial Management.
Tasks:
-

Developing and
implementing strategies,
policies and standard
operating procedures.

-

Ensuring efficient and
effective asset management.

-

Developing and reviewing
process of maintaining and
updating asset register.

-

Planning and managing
asset verification and sign
off reports.

-

Managing the process of
impairment, disposal,
depreciation and
amortisation; and

-

Reporting
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In addition to the specifics, all the job adverts for Managerial positions placed significant
emphasis on leadership experience and capability, as well as other personal attributes, such
as ability to manage multiple or complex tasks, have financial acumen, an ability to influence
or excellent communication and presentation skills. For example, a Managing Director:
OFO tasks

Job advertisement attributes and
tasks

-

Consulting with senior
Skills and attributes
subordinate staff and
- Excellent verbal and written
reviewing recommendations
communication skills
and reports

-

Establishing and managing
budgets, controlling
expenditure and ensuring
the efficient use of resources

-

Planning, directing and
coordinating the general
functioning of an enterprise
or organization

-

Selecting, or approving the
selection of senior staff

-

Representing the
organization at official
occasions and board
meetings, in negotiations, at
conventions, seminars,
public hearings and forums

-

Reviewing the operations
and results of the enterprise,
or organization, and
reporting to boards of
directors and governing
bodies

-

Determining objectives,
strategies, policies and
programs for the enterprise
or organization

-

Authorising material, human
and financial resources to

-

Ability to negotiate,
persuade, sell, and resolve
conflicts.

-

Leadership abilities

-

Communicate with, engage
and influence senior
stakeholders

-

Show respect and
consideration for colleagues

-

High level of commercial
awareness

-

Excellent organisational
skills

-

Excellent analytical and
problem-solving skills

-

Ability to make tough
decisions and adjust
strategies during
uncertainty
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implement organizational
policies and programs
-

Monitoring and evaluating
performance of the
organization or enterprise
against established
objectives and policies

-

Providing overall leadership
and management to the
enterprise or organization

-

Representing the
organization at official
occasions, in negotiations, at
conventions, seminars,
public hearings and forums

It should be noted that some manager unit group positions will not be advertised, such as
that of Traditional Leader, as these roles are inherited.
Professionals unit group
This level of unit group, probably more so than managers, was a well-advertised
occupational category, which provided for a sound assessment of the variability or similarity
between advertisements and the OFO tasks. In the main the tasks identified in the OFO
were well aligned with those in the OFO. This may be due to many of the occupations at
this level having a good representation of codified knowledge and therefore skills set
requirements. See for example the OFO tasks and job advertisement for an Economist
below:
OFO tasks
-

-

Formulating
recommendations, policies
and plans for the economy,
corporate strategies and
investment, and
undertaking feasibility
studies for projects
Forecasting changes in the
economic environment for
short-term budgeting, longterm planning and
investment evaluation

Job advertisement attributes and
tasks
Skills and attributes:
- Excellent communication
(written and verbal)
-

Computer literacy

-

Research writing

-

Presentation and reporting
skills

-

Strategic thinking

-

Analytical ability
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Applying mathematical
formulae and statistical
techniques and apply to test
economic theories and
devise solutions to economic
problems

-

Project management

-

Problem-solving skills

-

Team leadership skills

-

Diversity management skills

Compiling, analysing and
interpreting economic data
using economic theory and a
variety of statistical and
other techniques

-

People management skills

-

Networking and stakeholder
relationship management

-

Strong analysis, drafting and
interpersonal skill

Forecasting production and
consumption of specific
products and services based
on records of past
production and
consumption and general
economic and industryspecific conditions
Monitoring economic data to
assess the effectiveness, and
advise on the
appropriateness, of
monetary and fiscal policies
Examining problems related
to the economic activities of
individual companies
Evaluating the outcome of
political decisions
concerning public economy
and finances and advising
on economic policy and
possible courses of action in
the light of past, present and
projected economic factors
and trends for goods and
services, to assess market
potential and future trends
and to develop business
strategies

Technical job-specific knowledge /
tasks:
- Keen interest in working in
an applied economic policy
environment.
-

Public sector strategic
planning and budgeting

-

Knowledge of policy
development formulation
and international financial
institutions

-

Knowledge of global finance
and economics-related
research

-

Knowledge of policy
development and
formulation

-

Knowledge of international
financial institutions

-

Knowledge of relevant
government policies and
relevant legislation

Analyzing factors that
determine labour force
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participation, employment,
wages, unemployment and
other labour market
outcomes
-

Preparing forecasts of
income and expenditure,
interest rates and exchange
rates

-

Preparing scholarly papers
and reports

-

Conducting research on
market conditions in local,
regional or national areas to
set sales and pricing levels

All the job adverts specified personal attributes or capabilities as key, for example
stakeholder engagement, good communication and writing skills, computer proficient,
ability to present ideas or influence and working on one’s own. As illustrated in the
following examples:
For some occupations however, the OFO, while providing a relatively high degree of
compatibility with advertisement tasks, sometimes did not pick up the nuanced specialist
tasks. A good example of this being:
An Agricultural Scientist in which the OFO combined a variety of knowledge-based tasks e.g.
for dealing with fish, forest, animals or the growing of food. Whereas job adverts were
much more specific, e.g. wanting an agriculturalist who could perform animal-husbandry
specific tasks.
Technicians and associate professional unit group
Within this category, for some occupations, current advertisements were not identified,
such as a Sports person. While this occupation is categorised as an occupation with tasks,
seldom is the role of a sports person advertised, as it is through talent and will that the
individual is likely to become a professional or semi-professional sports person.
Interestingly, for the sample of occupations analysed in the OFO against job adverts,
approximately three-quarters presented little alignment or overlap between the OFO listed
tasks and those in advertisements. In most instances the job advertisements were rather
general in terms of tasks, while the OFO provided more specific and job-relevant tasks. Job
adverts tended to be more interested in knowledge and experience for example, such as
undertaking procedures or having computer and banking knowledge. Job adverts were also
more interested in personal attributes, such as being organised, accurate, creative, ability to
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multi-task or organise a team. As captured in the example below for a Securities Dealer,
which illustrates this disconnect:

OFO tasks
-

-

-

-

-

Analyzing market trends for
securities, bonds, stocks and
other financial instruments,
including foreign exchange
Advising on and
participating in the
negotiation of terms for, and
organization of, loans and
placement of stocks and
bonds in the financial
market to raise capital for
customers
Recording and transmitting
buy and sell orders for
securities, stocks, bonds or
other financial instruments
and for foreign exchange for
future or immediate
delivery
Informing prospective
customers about market
conditions and prospects
Obtaining information about
the financial circumstances
of customers and companies
in which investments may
be made

Job advertisement attributes and
tasks
Skills and attributes:
- Adaptability
-

Communication

-

Collaborating

-

Customer focus

-

Decision making

-

Managing work

-

Business writing

Technical job-specific knowledge /
tasks:
- Administrative procedures
and systems
-

Banking procedures

-

Business terms and
definitions

-

Cluster specific operations

-

Data analysis

-

Governance, risk and
controls

-

Relevant regulatory
knowledge

-

Relevant software and
systems knowledge

These all speak directly to many of the specialist or worker-oriented tasks associated with
the occupation. Therefore, competency and capability are key for this unit group to
undertake its tasks.
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Interestingly for some, such as the Commodities Trader the advert was quite specific about
the ability to speak certain languages, such as Swahili or live in a particular region, such as
East Africa, as this related directly to the specifics of the person required who could trade
commodities in East Africa, and deal with local clients, therefore requiring Swahili.
Clerical support workers
Job advertisements were identified for all sample Clerical Support Workers occupations
listed in the OFO. In the main, the tasks identified in the OFO aligned with those in the
advertisements, with the OFO often provided more detail on procedural tasks and
expectations than the adverts, as illustrated in the example for a Word Processing
Operator.

OFO tasks
-

-

-

-

-

-

Checking completed work
for proper spelling,
grammar, punctuation and
formatting
Taking dictation and
recording other matter in
shorthand
Transcribing information
recorded in shorthand and
on sound recording
equipment
Gathering and arranging the
material to be typed,
following instructions
Filing and storing completed
documents on computer
hard drive or disk, or
maintain a computer filing
system to store, retrieve or
update documents
Typing written material
from rough drafts, corrected
copies, voice recordings, or
shorthand using a computer,
word processor or
typewriter

Job advertisement attributes and
tasks
Skills and attributes:
- Confidentiality
-

Strong written and verbal
communication skills.

-

Meticulous and well
organized with a keen
attention to detail

-

Able to work to deadline

-

Ability to work
independently /under your
own initiative

-

A strong, precise attention
to detail

-

Good working knowledge of
Microsoft Office Packages,
and feel confident working
with

-

MS Word, Excel and Outlook

-

Able to work to their own
initiative

-

Strong numerical, spelling
and grammar skills
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-

Reproducing the spoken
word, environmental sounds
and song lyrics as captions
for cinema and television
programming

-

Strong English language
skills

-

Strong listening skills

Technical job-specific knowledge /
tasks:
- Fast typing skills using a
touch-typing system is a
plus, with strong attention
to accuracy
-

Excellent knowledge of
word processing tools and
spreadsheets

-

Attention to detail with an
ability to spot grammar,
spelling and punctuation
errors

Whilst there tended to be alignment, many of the advertisements, as with the previous unit
groups also placed an emphasis on personal attributes, for example:
A Bank Teller requiring problem solving and honesty attributes, or
A Payroll Clerk needing to illustrate the importance of time keeping, and
For a Hotel or Motel Receptionist, needing to display a professional attitude.
In addition, adverts placed additional emphasis on computer literacy, and in a number of
cases listed particular software programmes, such as the use of Uniclox fingerprint scanners
for the Payroll Clerk; or a knowledge of MS Office and/or Excel for Secretaries and Data
Entry Operators. All requirements that without the required level of knowledge, the tasks
outlined in both the OFO and job advertisements would not be possible.
Service and sales workers
At this unit group level job advertisements tended to align with the OFO occupation-related
tasks, as illustrated below for a Travel Guide.
OFO tasks
-

Escorting visitors through
places of interest such as
museums, exhibitions,
theme parks, factories and

Job advertisement attributes and
tasks
Skills and attributes:
- General knowledge of South
Africa (tourist information,
current affairs, etc.) /
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-

-

-

other industrial
establishments

-

Have extensive knowledge
of South African routes

Describing and providing
information on points of
interest and exhibits and
responding to questions

-

Code 8/10 driver’s license
and valid PDP

-

Excellent customer time
management skills

-

Be patient

-

Be able to manage groups of
all ages

-

Adapt to circumstances
efficiently

-

Must be neat and tidy

-

Must be physically fit

-

Be able to speak German
fluently

-

Be able to travel nationally
and work non-ordinary
hours

Distributing brochures,
showing audio-visual
presentations, and
explaining procedures and
operations at tour sites
Monitoring visitors and
activities to ensure
compliance with
establishment or tour
regulations and safety
practices

-

Escorting and guiding
tourists on cruises and
sightseeing tours

-

Greeting and registering
visitors and tour
participants, and issuing any
required identification
badges or safety devices

-

-

Providing for physical safety
of groups, and performing
activities such as providing
first aid and directing
emergency evacuations
Resolving any problems
with tour itineraries,
service, or accommodation

Technical job-specific knowledge /
tasks:
- Represent the Company in a
professional manner aiming
at increasing customer
satisfaction
-

Adapt to circumstances
efficiently

-

Effective crisis management
and resolution

-

Superior levels of service
delivery and client
satisfaction

-

Maintain open
communication with clients
utilizing descriptive
knowledge, indication of
points of interest and
respond to client interaction
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-

Ensure positive feedback
from customers

However, for about half of the occupations, adverts provided additional specific task-related
requirements and descriptions, which could be considered for inclusion in the OFO, as
illustrated below:
−

Caretaker tasks in the OFO could also include the: budget and controls of
expenditure, maintenance reporting, and a knowledge of Health & Safety.

−

Hairdresser – adverts provide more nuanced details on the types of haircuts and
styles, and equipment usage.

Some adverts, for example:
A Driving Instructor provided little task-oriented information, with more interest in whether
the applicant had the appropriate driver’s licence.
Nearly all advertisements focused on the personal attributes required of an occupation, of
which we would all probably recognise, for example:
A Cook needing to work long hours and be able to deal with high levels of stress, and
A Hairdresser having a high regard for guest service and relations.
These attributes speak to the customer-facing focus of the occupations.
Other unit groups
For the unit groups Skilled Agriculture, Forestry, Fishery, Craft & Related Trade Workers;
Plant & Machine Operators and Assemblers and Elementary Occupations advertisements
were not identified. This is mainly due to many of these occupation vacancies being filled
via word or mouth or from within a local community.
Emergent themes
Specificity of tasks
What has emerged from this assessment is that at the higher- and lower-end skilled
occupation unit groups there appears to be a greater level generality in some of the tasks.
In the case of Managers and Technicians and Associated Professionals (higher skill level) and
Skilled Trade Workers, Plant & Machine Operators and Elementary Workers much of the
non-specialist tasks could be applicable to a variety of occupations within the same unit
group or closely related unit groups. However, for the higher-skilled occupation unit
groups, these more non-specific tasks are related to negotiation, consultation, decisionmaking, thought leadership and organisational representation. At the ‘lower-end’ unit
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groups, these non-specific tasks relate in the main to procedural activities, such as washing,
drying, digging etc.
In the case of specialist tasks, it is evident that for occupations that undertake a specialist
role, whether a Legislator, Actuary, Underwater Diver or Window Cleaner, the specialist
tasks speak directly to the literal interpretation of the occupation. However, in the case of
unit groups such as Professionals and Technicians and Associate Professionals, the specific
tasks are linked to their professions and qualifications, for example having the codified
knowledge to advise on data analysis findings, or to prepare lesson plans if a teacher.
Job-orientation vs worker-orientation
With regards to job- versus worker-oriented occupations, it became apparent during the
analysis that the higher-level occupation groups (Managers, Professionals, Technicians &
Associate Professionals and Clerical Support Workers) all presented a higher degree of
worker-oriented occupations. This illustrates, in the main, that most of these occupations
require tasks that are staff, consumer and client related. Within the lower-level unit groups
(such as, Skilled Trade Workers, Plant & Machine Operators and Elementary Workers), there
tends to be a switch to the majority of tasks being more job-oriented, which align with the
practical, applied and procedural nature of the occupations. However, this is not always the
case, as is reflected with occupations such as Hotel and Motel Receptionists and
Hairdressers where a high level of social-interaction and aptitude is required.
Assessment method: A suggestion
With regards to the method for assessing job-oriented versus worker-oriented occupations,
as noted this proved to be a challenging task as it was not always clear or a challenge to
ascertain the difference between these to categories when assessing occupations. It is
therefore suggested, for similar future task-focused occupational analyses to consider
assessing relational-oriented versus job-oriented tasks, as opposed to worker-oriented
versus job-oriented, as follows:
-

Relational-oriented tasks: would refer to those tasks which are focused on or
enabled by relationships i.e. with colleagues, peers or a team in order to foster a
positive outcome or good communication – as such these are people-focused or
oriented tasks (Bean-Mellinger, 2019). For example, these tasks would have a
satisfaction, motivation or well-being attributed to them, if associated, for
example with a Manager; or training and supervising staff or delegation of tasks,
as would be the case for a Supervisor.

-

Job-oriented tasks: would refer to those which are focused on performance to
achieve a certain outcome, and are often actively defined (Ebert & Griffin, 2011),
for example in the case of a Caretaker, this may refer to tasks requiring cleaning,
taking care of buildings, emptying rubbish, washing surfaces and keeping areas
tidy; or in the case of Dental Laboratory Technician these type of tasks would
refer to taking moulds of a patient’s teeth and using small hand tools to make
dental fixtures (Study.com, 2030).
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The use of these recommended categorisations are therefore likely to make the task of
distinguishing these two orientations less challenging as it is more likely that such tasks can
be more easily identified and therefore categories.
OFO alignment with job advertisements
With regards to alignment between the OFO and job advertisements, in the main, and aside
from the Manager unit group (and those not having job advertisements) the OFO tasks
listed aligned well with those indicated in job advertisements, and in many instances proved
to be more detailed and specific. However, in the case of Managers, many of the OFO tasks
were more generalist in nature – this may be due to the nature of these occupations, which
require a multitude of aptitudes, experience and capability. What was interesting to
ascertain was in the case of specificity, job advertisements seemed to associate
requirements that would enable the tasks outlined in the OFO, for example an
advertisement may be specific about the type of software an applicant should be skilled in,
whilst the OFO may refer to an ability to undertake data capture or analysis. In addition,
advertisements also contextualised tasks or requirements more specifically e.g. an ability to
speak certain languages or live in a particular region or country. They also, in many cases,
emphasised, in some instances more so than tasks, the personal attributes required of a job
applicant. This relates to the attributes that assist with undertaking a job and its associated
tasks.
As one moves through and lower down the unit groups, while occupation data exists, there
are few job adverts. This was either due to the difficulty in finding the adverts or slight
misalignment of occupation versus job titles e.g. Veterinary Nurse (job advert) versus
Veterinary Technician (OFO) and Office Administrator (job advert) versus Secretary (OFO). If
adverts do exist, they tend not to align with the OFO tasks – being more specific and
contextualised.
Recommended large-scale review of OFO occupations and job advertisements
Given the value of the exercise to compare the OFO tasks with those in job advertisements
(as indicated above), we highly recommend undertaking an assessment of all OFO
occupations and undertaking a thorough job advertisement identification process. To then
produce a spreadsheet for each capturing the OFO tasks, and those identified in 1-3 job
advertisements. The value of this will be to: 1) update the OFO tasks so they are current,
and reflect for example developments in the occupation, such as technological
advancements, 2) ensure correlation between the OFO and occupation tasks and skills
demand, and 3) contribute towards enriching the personal attributes of tasks in the OFO.
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Appendix A: List of occupations, by OFO unit level

Managers
Local or provincial government
legislator
Traditional leader
Director (enterprise / organisation)
Corporate general manager
Finance manager
Sales & marketing manager
Public relations manager
Restaurant manager
Policy & planning manager
Medical superintendent

Technicians & associate
professionals
Draughtsperson
Securities dealer
Credit or loans officer
Commodities trader
Production / operations supervisor
(manufacturing)
Forestry technician
Chemical engineering technician
Traffic controller
(Executive) chef
(Building) construction supervisor
Airborne Electronics analyst
Ambulance officer
Medical secretary
Service and sales workers
Cook
Caretaker
Service station attendant
Driving instructor
Hairdresser
Fire fighter

Professionals
Actuary
Agricultural consultant
Agricultural scientist
Civil engineer
Financial investment advisor
Advertising specialist
Economist
Dietician
Foundational phase schoolteacher
Private tuition music teacher
Physicist
Mining engineers
Biomedical engineers
Electronics engineers
Meteorologist
Industrial engineer
General medical practitioner
Clerical support workers
Secretary (general)
Data entry operator
Bank teller
Hotel / motel receptionist
Payroll clerk
Tourist information officer
Transport clerk
Production co-ordinator
Debt collector
Word processing operator

Skilled agriculture, forestry, fishery,
craft & related trade workers
Carpenter / joiner
Underwater diver
Bricklayer
Motor vehicle mechanic
Plumber
Roof tiler
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Transport conductor
Waiter
Call centre salesperson
Prison officer
Travel guide
Plant & machine operators /
assemblers
Metal processing plant operator
Chemical production machine operator
Crane / hoist operator
Cable ferry operator
Truck driver (general)
Bus driver
Train driver
Chauffeur
Mining operator
Rock drill operator
Rubber production machine operator

Pest or week controller
Arboriculture farmer
Livestock farmer
Poultry farmer
Painter
Elementary occupations
Window cleaner
Domestic clearner
Recycling / rubbish collector
Crop production farm worker
Garden worker
Builders worker
Fast food cook
Meter reader
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